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Tough times Some words from our CEO Jörgen
Almost daily we are told that
electricity price hits new records
fuel prices go up
interest rates go up
inflation increases
the number of bankruptcies is increasing.
When will it all end?
Help your customers save a lot of money with products from Greenman.
Our toners are always cheaper than the original.
The customer can in some cases save many many euro´s on each Greenman Eco Original compared to an
original toner. This can give your customers savings of 100s and even 1000s of Euro´s on the bottom line. For
some, it might be the difference to going bankrupt.
Convert your original toner sales to Greenman.Better price for you, better price for customer plus
better for the environment = Tripplewin
Jörgen Wonisch
VD, Greenman AB

World Vegetarian Day
On October 1 every year, Vegetarian World Day is celebrated.
This day i instituted by the International Vegetarian Union
which was created in 1908 in Dresden, Germany.
One way to think about the environment is to eat less meat as
meat production is a major environmental culprit when it
comes to greenhouse gases and emissions. 93% of
everything grown i our fields in the EU goes to animal feed
instead of food for us humans.
Oscar who worka here at Greenman mostly eats a vegetarian
diet.If you haven't tried before, he recommends
Halloumiburger. Itis both very tasty and very filling. 🍔😁
Source: https://ivu.org/ https://www.djurensratt.se/

Notice!- HP has just now
implemented an update on the
software for the CF530 &CF540
series.
Toners already installed in the printer work without remark even if
the software is updated.
New Greenman toners which are to be installed only works if the
customer has not made the new software update on the printer.
Thankfully, it is very rare for customers to update the software on
these printers.
Most updates are harmless to our users of Greenman products, but
sometimes the original manufacturers put a changed code into the
software – as is now the case with the CF530 & CF540 series. This means that our toner cartridges or ink
cartridges suddenly might not work, or that it stops when a new Greenman product is installed in the printer.
Most often, they continue to work if they were already in the printer when the update was made.
In recent years, it is mainly HP913/953/973, CF540A/X that this has occurred on.
Recently, it also happened with the Ricoh IMC2000, 3000 as well as the 4500 series. Here, toner cartridges
that were in the printer stopped reporting toner levels, which gives problems when the printers are installed in an
MPS program such as our Autotones service.
So once again, our advice to you is to make sure that your customers do NOT have automatic updating
preselected on their printers.
It is also incredibly important that you inform your customers that it is not Greenman's products that are
unreliable, but that the reason is entirely that the printer manufacturer has changed the code in the software.

Presenting Joakim
Palmqvist
Joakim is one of our good guys in the warehouse. He
was born and raised in Norrköping and has worked at
Greenman since 2004. Just recently, he shocked us
all here in the office when, after over 15 years with
long hair, he came to work and had shaved off all off
his hair.😍 We like it!
According to rumor in the hallways, Jocke is
phenomenal at making sandwichcake. (Sandwishcake
is a swedish tradition dating back to the1940`s)
In his spare time, Jocke plays computergames and
watches series. One of the favorite series is "What we
do in the shadows?" He plays charactergames and
boardgames with friends and he also plays roleplaying games.

Five quick ones with
Jocke
1. Your best tip to feel good?
A good night´s sleep
2. Your latest text?
Discussions about my new haircut with a friend.
3. What is best at Greenman?
My colleagues
4. What can you not live without?
My computor
5. What do you do on your free time?

Jocke is always eager to help out and find already
packed orders for customers who forgott to add a
toner or two to their order. He is att really great and
appreciated member of our warehouse crew.

Playing role-playing games and board games with
friends.

Greenman - 30 year
The company last year celebrated 30 years. Unfortunately, the
pandemic was raging at its worst so the celebration had to be
postponed, but now we have finally got to celebrate in style
On Friday, October 14, the entire staff was invited to dinner at
Restaurant GIN in Norrköping. We enjoyed a six-course menu and
some bonus dishes. We got to munch on everything from hake, ox,
walleye and chicken in an absolutely fantastic mix. An incredible tasteand drinkexperience.
Now we look forward to the next 30 years. 💚💚😍💚💚
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